CASE STUDY: BRANDSDAL GROUP

Customer Story: How The Brandsdal Group Boosted
Agility and Scaled Dynamic Personalisation Across
Europe with Movable Ink

The Brandsdal Group is a leading Norwegian
eCommerce company that is transforming beauty
and cosmetic eCommerce experiences across
Europe. Among the Group is Blivakker.no, Norway’s
leading online retailer of beauty products and sister
beauty brand Cocopanda, servicing Europe in eight
different countries.
Behind the scenes of Brandsdal’s European
expansion is a small and agile team based out of
Kristiansand, Norway. Early on, the Brandsdal team
understood the importance of remaining a forwardthinking brand in a crowded cosmetic market.
The team needed to create innovative, attentiongrabbing campaigns across their brands and
markets without complicating their workload.
Despite the Brandsdal team’s small size, they have
created dynamic, sophisticated personalisation
across their email program with campaigns that
instantly speak to each shopper’s unique needs and
behaviour. They do this with the help of Movable
Ink by utilising reusable, dynamic content that pulls
data across their tech stack and creates meaningful
personalisation at scale.

DISCOVERING AGILITY FOR INTERNATIONAL
MARKETS
The team was determined to find marketing
solutions that enhanced the customer experience
without putting a strain on their production
process. Cocopanda, Brandsdal’s European
cosmetics arm, was the perfect place for the team
to utilise automated, dynamic content blocks for
email campaigns across different European markets
and countries.
Previously, the Flash Friday Offers email campaign
was a challenge to produce every week. The
production process was labour-intensive, and
design was limited to web-safe fonts. With Movable
Ink, the team transitioned to automated dynamic
blocks in the email campaign that pulled in realtime offers directly from Cocopanda’s webpage.
Content automation allowed Brandsdal to serve
up consistent shopping experiences across email
campaigns and the brand’s website.
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For the marketing team, the days of hard-coding
emails are over. Now, the team avoids tedious
production hassles caused by its previous workflow
and can instead depend on Movable Ink’s web-crop
functionality to connect offers from Brandsdal’s
website to Cocopanda’s Friday Flash campaign. The
email delivers real-time information even after the
campaign is deployed, allowing customers access to
the most up-to-date offers. For example, if an offer
expires or a price is updated, the team only needs
to worry about changing the website, and the email
updates automatically.
Using Movable Ink, the team can now replicate
these reusable, dynamic content blocks across all of
Cocopanda’s markets, where languages and content
vary. Through automation, the team reduced time
spent focused on execution and can now direct their
attention to strategy and creativity.

The Brandsdal Group saw a return
on investment of

7.5
times
the contractual value over 5 months

BREAKING DATA SILOS WITH COCOPANDA’S
BEHAVIOURAL NEWSLETTER
The Brandsdal team was eager to communicate
with their consumers in a forward-thinking, unique
manner. The team needed to find a way of creating
meaningful, real-time individualisation while
outsmarting competitors. However, integrating data
from disparate sources to activate personalised
behavioural content was a notoriously heavy lift.
Through Movable Ink, Brandsdal broke down data
silos and built layered data points to create a 1:1
experience for each customer. In Cocopanda’s
Swedish weekly newsletter, Brandsdal automated
behavioural content by displaying three products
unique to each
recipient based
on their previous
browsing behaviour.
With targeting rules in
place, the team began
populating products
into campaigns that
target customers
based on their
shopping behaviour
from the past 24
hours, 7 days, or even
30 days.
Customers with
no activity saw a
default block with
the most popular
three items site-wide.
Displayed with these
products is a brand name and live price updating
in real-time, directly from Cocopanda’s website.
To top the campaign off, Brandsdal also included
an abandoned cart banner that’s only displayed if
customers had items waiting in their cart.

The results of the campaign were very positive. By automating
behavioural content, the team can now easily apply multiple data
points, eliminate data barriers, and build relevant, hyper-personalised
content that inspires customers to purchase. These modules can be
duplicated in any email the Brandsdal team sends out and has allowed
the team to scale their new strategy across five of Cocopanda’s
European markets.

BOOSTING BUYING CONFIDENCE WITH TRUSTPILOT
Customer ratings influence individuals whether they are ready to
purchase or not. Visualising social proof with star ratings on products
can help bolster excitement, provide reassurance from a wider
audience, and ultimately convince customers to convert. When it
comes to expanding presence and building trust across Europe,
reviews from partners like Trustpilot are critical for Cocopanda
Denmark to drive sales and engagement across their website.
In partnership with Movable Ink and Trustpilot, the team began
mimicking the customer review website experience in email. Starting
with Cocopanda Denmark’s weekly newsletter, the team quickly found
ways to coordinate their technology and data to create a trusted, 1:1
email experience. Using Cocopanda’s internal API, the team included
products or offers based on a filtering option within Movable Ink’s
platform. The API enabled the Brandsdal team to display brandspecific content, products within a particular category, or even a
subcategory. In this Cocopanda campaign example, the subcategory
displayed is shampoo. If there are specific sales, promotional content
can also be filtered in.
At the bottom of the campaign, Brandsdal created an evergreen content
block that automatically pulls in real-time ratings and reviews from
Trustpilot in tandem with filtered products. With this evergreen content,
the latest reviews coming in from the Cocopanda Denmark’s website
can alert the Trustpilot API to show the most up-to-date ratings and
reviews every time a customer opens or engages with the newsletter.
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COCOPANDA DENMARK EMBARKS ON A NEW
WELCOME SERIES
With agility and automation now baked into
the Brandsdal Group’s strategy, the team was
keen to revamp Cocopanda’s Welcome Series
utilising sophisticated personalisation. However,
developing a brand new Welcome Series was a
unique challenge. The Brandsdal marketing team
was tasked with quickly figuring out a way to make
their Welcome Series more engaging to capture
customer preferences across all eight of their
European markets.
Cocopanda Denmark was the first market to
deploy the new Welcome Series using automated,
reusable content blocks that displayed real-time
dynamic personalisation from top to bottom. Using
Movable Ink, the Brandsdal team utilised image
personalisation in the header to pull in each unique
shopper’s first name without being limited to websafe fonts and creatives. To boost engagement,
marketers included a live poll within the email
that helped build out customer preferences at the
moment someone onboarded. Once customers
voted within the email, they could be redirected to a
custom landing page curated with products relevant
to their polling choice. Now, the Brandsdal team
can utilize this polling information to segment their
Denmark audience further and maximize retargeting
opportunities as customers move further down the
funnel.

Cocopanda DK has seen a

320%
increase in revenue using MI

To pair with the poll, the team pulled in popular
products in each category listed within the live
poll. Towards the bottom of the campaign, visual
components such as video and a live, evergreen
Instagram module boosted engagement with
real-time posts from Cocopanda’s social media,
like user-generated content. Bringing agility full
circle, the team reused their evergreen Trustpilot
content block to populate real-time store reviews to
reinforce that Cocopanda is a brand that consumers
can trust.
The Brandsdal Group quickly innovated their email
program to provide compelling personalisation that
reached new and loyal customers across markets,
at scale. Whether Brandsdal is finding new ways to
work smarter or creating meaningful content that
keeps beauty shoppers coming back, the marketing
team continues to evolve their campaigns to meet
customers in compelling and engaging ways. We’re
eager to see what they launch next!
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